
STERLING CRANE

Sterling Crane is one of the World’s leading crane rental houses and has been operating in 
Canada for over 60 years and in the Conklin area for more than 30 years. With its Head O�ce in 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, Sterling has permanent branch operations in thirty locations 
throughout Canada and the U.S.A. Sterling Crane strives to leave a lasting positive impact in 
the areas in which it conducts business, and, in an e�ort to continue this practice, Heart Lake 
Construction and Sterling Crane have entered into an Alliance Agreement to strengthen the 
mutual business interest in the traditional territories surrounding the Reserve Lands of the 
Heart Lake First Nation.  The purpose of this agreement is to include the Heart Lake community 
in the economic growth brought on by construction and maintenance projects as well as to 
provide training and meaningful employment to its members to equip them with the tools to 
be successful for many years to come.

Sterling’s �eet, one of the largest and most diverse in the world, approaching 1,000 units, 
consists of Pick and Carry Cranes, Boom Trucks, Carry Decks, Rough Terrain, Mobile Hydraulic 
Trucks, All Terrain, Conventional Mobile, Conventional Crawler, Telescopic Crawler, Fork Lifts, 
Scheuerle Self Propelled Modular Transporters and various Transport Trucks and Trailers.
 
Value Added Services

•  Safety management, compliance and historical performance record 
to �t with client’s requirements.

•  “Taxi” style fully operated and maintained equipment rental.
•  Heavy haul, SPMT, Jack and Slide and transportation services.
•  Contract lifting (lump sum if required) – turn key provision of lifting 

services to shift and erect client’s equipment from origin to �nal rest.
•  Supply and co-ordination to client site of full site-wide lifting services 

including resource levelling, lift planning and rigging management.
•  Project planning and management.
•  Single crane lifting capacities up to 1375 ton.
•  Estimating services.
•  In house engineered rigging studies, feasibility and clearance studies.
•  Specialty rigging services and rigging rentals (spreader bars, lifting 

beams, mats, man and material cages, etc.).
•  Comprehensive insurance coverage with appropriate limits.
•  Bare rented (dry hire) equipment.
•  Cranes sales, parts and service.

All divisions of Sterling work in harmony to provide the 
highest level of expertise and quality of service to our 
customers. Sterling Crane was the �rst crane rental 
company in North America to achieve ISO registration. Our 
adherence to this internationally recognized quality 
standard has made us a safer and more productive 
company. This commitment to safety, service, quality 
equipment, and professional performance has enabled us 
to maintain our position as the leader in the crane rental 
industry for over 60 years. 


